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ALMA Peers Back 12.4
Billion Years and
Discovers the Most
Ancient Galaxy of Its
Kind Ever Observed
Maybe the most
appealing characteristic
of science fiction was
its way of populating
the solar system, the
Milky Way galaxy and
the universe with life —
with complex,
intelligent life; with
alien ...
Kyrie Irving is back at the
center of the Celtics’
universe, and Jerome Allen
wants you to understand why

it’s OK he left
In 29 new scientific papers, the
Dark Energy Survey examines
the largest-ever maps of galaxy
distribution and shapes,
extending more than 7 billion
light-years across the universe.
The extraordinarily ...
A Telescope on the Moon
Could Illuminate the Dark
Ages of the Universe
IC 1101, is the largest known
galaxy in the Universe.
Compared to what we find
in our Solar System, galaxies
are truly enormous. The Sun
may be 109 times the
diameter of Earth, but the
Earth-Sun ...
Target Stores Remain Center
of Its Omnichannel Universe
The object, known as
Sagittarius A*, may actually be
a blob of dark matter, based
on the properties of several
objects spotted zipping around
it. If true, this would have
major implications for our ...
DESI Aims to Create a

3D Map of the Universe
and Unravel the
Mysterious Nature of
Dark Energy
Follows Record-Setting
Trial Run A five-year
quest to map the
universe and unravel
the mysteries of dark
energy officially
began on May 17, at
Kitt Peak National
Observatory near
Tucson, Arizona. To
...

How Big Is The
Universe’s Largest
Galaxy, Really?
Analyzing data
obtained with the
Atacama Large Millime
ter/submillimeter
Array (ALMA),
researchers found a
galaxy with a spiral
morphology by only
1.4 billion years
after the Big Bang.
This is the most ...
Some thoughts on the
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inhabited universe
Following a 20-year-
long survey of the
night sky, an
international team of
over 100
astrophysicists
created the most
detailed 3D map of the
universe, giving us a
look back at its
expansion history.

Fluffy ball of
darkinos could be
lurking at the
center of the Milky
Way
But what, exactly,
is happening to the
fabric of space
itself while this
process occurs? Is
the space itself
stretching, as
though it’s getting
thinner and
thinner? Is more
space constantly
being ...
The Milky Way Might
Have a Core of Dark
Matter Instead of a
Black Hole
The easiest way to get
removed from the
Internet and social
media is to announce
that you believe the
2020 election was
stolen.

This Could Be The
Largest 3D Map of
the Universe Ever
Created
Ji'an, Jiangxi,

China, May 25, 2021
(GLOBE NEWSWIRE) --
Universe
Pharmaceuticals INC
(the "Company")
(Nasdaq: UPC), a
pharmaceutical
producer and
distributor in
China, today
announced that the
Company ...
Center of the
Universe: O'Hara
breaks down top O-line
plays in NFL history
Now, astronomers are
saying that the
supermassive black
hole in the center of
our galaxy is not a
black hole at all, but
rather a fluffy ball
of dark matter. New
research suggests this
strange ...

Target shoppers
continue to flock to
stores even as other
retailers are just
beginning to reopen
their doors and
vaccines continue to
roll out across the
nation. The
Minneapolis-based big-
box retailer ...

Dark Energy Survey
releases most precise
look yet at the
universe’s evolution
Aside from the glory
and prestige, winners
take home a prize
package that is worth

millions of dollars
too. Here’s what past
winners have won.
Miss Universe is the
biggest pageant in
the world, with ...
24 showstopping looks
from the Miss
Universe pageant over
the years
VCG "The center of
the universe - Cao
county," and "I want
a bed in Cao county
more than a house in
Shanghai," posts such
as these have go ...
Miss Universe 2021:
Here Are The Prizes
Past Winners Took
Home
The Dark Energy
Survey collaboration
announced it has
created the largest-
ever maps of the
distribution and
shapes of galaxies,
tracing both ordinary
and dark matter in
the universe out to a
distance ...

Center Of The
Universe A
A radio telescope
planned for the
farside of the moon
could plug a
500-million-year
hole in cosmic
history.
To map the
universe,
astrophysicists
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launch largest sky
survey yet
From daring, nearly-
sheer gowns to two-
piece ensembles,
here are some of
the best outfits
contestants have
worn.
East China’s small
county turns 'center
of the universe' on
Chinese social media
In 1983,
astrophysicists at the
Center for
Astrophysics | Harvard
& Smithsonian (CfA)
released a cosmic map
using 2,400 galaxies.
Now, CfA scientists
are aiming to map 30
million. In 1983, ...
Universe
Pharmaceuticals INC
Enters into Letter of
Intent for Strategic
Cooperation with
Kitanihon
Pharmaceutical Co.,
Ltd.
The Celtics will face
Kyrie Irving and the
Nets in an opening-
round playoff series
beginning Saturday in
Brooklyn. In Boston,
the sour grapes from
Irving’s departure two
years ago remain.

How the Big Tech
'Masters of the
Universe' imposed
their will on the
American electorate
Center Of The
Universe A
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